Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Carolyn Stewart
515 SW Cheltenham St
Portland, OR 97239
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Bill Harris
2803 NW Cumberland Rd
Portland, OR 97210
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.”

The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Bill Harris
2803 NW Cumberland Rd
Portland, OR 97210
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Lloyd Vivola
12120 SE Foster Pl
Portland, OR 97266
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Rebecca Clark
5035 N Depauw St
Portland, OR 97203
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Lisa Hull
18265 SE Vista View Ct
Sandy, OR 97055
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Janet Butorac
3433 McNary Pkwy
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Joan Meyerhoff
4425 NE 40th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Caroline Skinner
9554 N Kellogg St
Portland, OR 97203
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Sammy Low
20420 Marine Dr
Stanwood, WA 98292
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Patricia Campbell
15450 SW Pleasant Hill Rd
Sherwood, OR 97140
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Sherry Meier
4161 Post Canyon Dr
Hood River, OR 97031
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Michael Ryan
2891 SW Fairview Blvd
Portland, OR 97205
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
John Nettleton
4311 SE 37th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Leslie Pohl-Kosbau
7136 SW 3rd Ave
Portland, OR 97219
Dear Commissioners,

As an avid hiker and nature watcher in the Columbia River Gorge, I am excited about this opportunity for the Commission to strengthen the protection of this unique natural treasure and to help prepare it for the challenges of a warming world. I support the recommendations of the Friends of the Columbia River Gorge, defined below.

Please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling
requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Roberta Richards
706 SE 60th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Sara Woods
5630 Lost Lake Rd
Hood River, OR 97031
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Francis Lenski
921 NW 115th Cir
Vancouver, WA 98685
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Julie Bussman
1019 Kitsap St
Port Orchard, WA 98366
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species — such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Lindy Le Coq
11112 NE Sherwood Dr
Vancouver, WA 98686
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Sandra Joos
4259 SW Patrick Pl
Portland, OR 97239
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species — such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Heather Marsh
44 Eagle Crest Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Callie Loser
17700 SW 111th Ave
Tualatin, OR 97062
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Damon Zwolinski
5500 NE Sandycrest Terrace
Portland, OR 97213
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Heidi Welte
18880 SW Hart Rd
Beaverton, OR 97007
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Helen Smith
2221 SW 1st Ave
Portland, OR 97201
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves. Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Carolyn Williams
3322 NE 127th Ave
Portland, OR 97230
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,

jose de arteaga
2014 31st Pl SE
Washington, DC 20020
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
John Koenig
3968 Brae Burn Dr
Eugene, OR 97405
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Judy Henderson
2541 SW Miles St
Portland, OR 97219
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Claudia Curran
38835 Historic Columbia River Hwy
Corbett, OR 97019
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Debra Lutje
1214 E 12th St
The Dalles, OR 97058
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Ben Asher
900 NE 81st Ave
Portland, OR 97213
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Carol Randell
8320 SW Maverick Terrace
Beaverton, OR 97008
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Nancy Vanderpool
25702 75th Ave SW
Vashon, WA 98070
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Linda Avinger
2638 E Smith Rd
Bellingham, WA 98226
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Steve Foster
2209 NE 93rd Ct
Vancouver, WA 98664
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Irene Svete
308 E Republican St
Seattle, WA 98102
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.”

The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Adina Parsley
20420 Marine Dr
Stanwood, WA 98292
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Paul Riffel
2211 SW 1st Ave
Portland, OR 97201
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2% whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.”

The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
James Loacker
8990 Ocean Crest Ln
Manzanita, OR 97130
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Therese Falkner
1701 Plaza Way
Walla Walla, WA 99362
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Derya Ruggles
4121 E 16th St
Vancouver, WA 98661
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Mona McNeil
15704 NE 28th Ct
Vancouver, WA 98686
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Dan Howard
3050 Whitbeck Blvd
Eugene, OR 97405
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,

Nancy Maurer
111 Alder Springs Rd
Lyle, WA 98635
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to non-agricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Paige Unangst
12935 SW Cherry Blossom Ct
Beaverton, OR 97008
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further
limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Linda Curry
253 Crescent Dr
Kelso, WA 98626
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Debra Smith
14561 SE Garland Ln
Milwaukie, OR 97267
Dear Commissioner,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,

Philip Pizanelli
38835 Historic Columbia River Hwy
Corbett, OR 97019
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Linda Browning
7855 SW Matheny Dr
Beaverton, OR 97008
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,

Gerel Blauer
3726 SW 48th Pl
Portland, OR 97221
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Linda Hughes
5410 SW Westdale Dr
Portland, OR 97221
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Larry Martin
3715 Arrowhead Ave
Hood River, OR 97031
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
THERESE LIVELLA
421 NE John Storm Ave
La Center, WA 98629
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Marianne Brevard
880 Methodist Rd
Hood River, OR 97031
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Cindy Allen
3533 Avalon Dr
Hood River, OR 97031
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Trudy Maney
82516 S Juniper Canyon Rd
Helix, OR 97835
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Sandra Joos
4259 SW Patrick Pl
Portland, OR 97239
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,

Julie Smith
2902 NW 23rd Ave
Camas, WA 98607
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Claudia Sanzone
3149 NW Miller Rd
Portland, OR 97229
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Jerry Zaret
1600 SE Division St
Portland, OR 97202
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
John Eskridge
18265 SE Vista View Ct
Sandy, OR 97055
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Barbara Krupnik-Goldman
11439 SE Market St
Portland, OR 97216
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Ron Bloodworth
1932 NE Ridgewood Dr
Portland, OR 97212
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Richard Shoemaker
1605 SE Tenino St
Portland, OR 97202
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Jan Polychronis
101 W 2nd St
The Dalles, OR 97058
Dear Commissioners,

The Columbia Gorge is a unique and valuable place. It would be terrible to lose it to commercial enterprise. Please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling
requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Peter Christ
28818 NE Hancock Rd
Camas, WA 98607
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan are strengthened.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
John Stege
2793 Lodgepole Dr SE
Port Orchard, WA 98366
Dear Commissioners,

The Columbia Gorge is a unique and valuable place. It would be terrible to lose it to commercial enterprise. Please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling
requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Peter Christ
28818 NE Hancock Rd
Camas, WA 98607
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Matthew Barmann
417 17th St
Hood River, OR 97031
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Fred Greef
249 Bates Rd
White Salmon, WA 98672
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Jan Aszman
2277 Glenwood Hwy
Goldendale, WA 98620
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Debra Rehn
5130 SE 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Sandra Cole
806 NE Pinebrook Ave
Vancouver, WA 98684
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Michael Wolf
3126 NE 7th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
Dear Commissioners,

Will Rogers once said that "They ain't making any more of it: referring to land. There is only ONE Columbia Gorge and I urge you to enact maximum protections for future generations.

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to
residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Gregory Monahan
7225 SW 13th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Maxine Schwartz
8325 SE 11th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Barbara Branham
3070 SW Garden View Ave
Portland, OR 97225
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Brian Anderson
1405 Sterling Ct
White Salmon, WA 98672
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
KATHY SCHAEFFER
PO Box 873
Montesano, WA 98563
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Clint Landeen
380 S Holly St
Canby, OR 97013
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Pamela Nordquist
11012 Washougal River Rd
Washougal, WA 98671
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Ted Light
612 SE 48th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling
requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also,
Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban
areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries.
The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas,
not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural,
and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on
rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI)
policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan
including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to
decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support
affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that
support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are
identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure
the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

I have always had an interest in CRG because it was my mothers favorite place in the US. My parents
traveled extensively and had occasion to visit many times over the decades. She wanted to live there.
Life long NJ residents do truly care the CRG is supported and protected to the highest levels. The wrong
choices can not be undone and degradation quickly happens - a chain effect. Please keep the CRG and all
her inhabitants with full protections with the listed recommendations. Thank You - Carol & Jeanne

Regards,
carol Jagiello
91 Wood Pl
Bloomingdale, NJ 07403
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Helen Anderson
435 E Exeter St
Gladstone, OR 97027
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Marilyn Stinnett
1089 W Yapoah Crater Dr
Sisters, OR 97759
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please make sure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan.

Also please continue to include the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest lands to help preserve them, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling...
requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: I support the addition of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes, and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Walt Mintkeski
6815 SE 31st Ave
Portland, OR 97202
Dear Commissioners,

I grew up in Oregon and now live half the year in Washington state in Underwood. The gorge is a treasure beyond description and should be cared for in such a way that future generations can enjoy this remarkable place.

There are always competing interests and priorities when it comes to business interests, land management and private property but the gorge commission should focus on balance and looking to the future. The Ken Burns series National Parks was wonderful to watch, but the thing that was so striking to me about it was that if it weren't for the right person with vision, being in the right place at the right time we might not have Yellowstone, the Grand Canyon, Glacier etc etc designated as public lands. Had those people not stepped up and done what was right we would have lost these treasures forever.

Although the gorge is not a national park, it is and should continue to be an area that is protected for the good of everyone. We can't let what we have here be chipped away an acre at a time. You have put in a lot of time and effort into this process and now have a decision to make.

I thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA,
and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Patricia March
12 Gosnell Rd
Underwood, WA 98651
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Steven Woolpert
185 NE Snohomish Ave
White Salmon, WA 98672
Dear Commissioners,

Strong protections for the Scenic Area are very important, so I thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further
limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Lin Reedijk
19561 River Rd Apt 34
Gladstone, OR 97027
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Sheila Dooley
3300 Vensel Rd
Mosier, OR 97040
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Annie McCuen
1825 Fairmount Ave S
Salem, OR 97302
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Rick Allen
663 Sunnyside Rd
Trout Lake, WA 98650
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Laura Ackerman
3118 S Windsor Rd
Spokane, WA 99224
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,

James Stratton
1925 W 24th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Susan Weinstein
1236 NE Market Dr
Fairview, OR 97024
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Keith Robbins
211 Malfait Tracts Rd
Washougal, WA 98671
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Gayle Palmer
676 NE Grandview Blvd
White Salmon, WA 98672
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Mary grout
3712 NW Sandpiper Dr
Woodland, WA 98674
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Norm Enfield
13303 SE McGillivray Blvd
Vancouver, WA 98683
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Stephen Bachhuber
3428 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Brems Richard
20300 NE 16th St
Camas, WA 98607
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Sharon Malek
1962 SE 28th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Sara Bakker
3107 E Zeering Rd
Denair, CA 95316
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

 Regards,
Marianne Larkins-Strawn
16415 NE 11th St
Vancouver, WA 98684
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Krista Reynolds
1536 NE Saratoga St
Portland, OR 97211
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
DELTON YOUNG
7731 21st Ave NE
Seattle, WA 98115
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
Protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Tika Bordelon
1400 Hubbell Pl
Seattle, WA 98101
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Irene Zimmerman
1021 Cascade Ave
Hood River, OR 97031
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Stephanie Feldstein
32903 SE 20th Cir
Washougal, WA 98671
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Rod Lundberg
222 NW Davis St
Portland, OR 97209
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,

mary n
14005 SE 38th St
Vancouver, WA 98683
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Sarah Hafer
12111 NE 4th St
Vancouver, WA 98684
Dear Commissioners,

I am a Portland resident and a huge enthusiast for the Columbia Gorge. Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further
limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Rhett Lawrence
6445 N Commercial Ave
Portland, OR 97217
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Laura Morello
11617 NE 16th St
Vancouver, WA 98684
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.”

The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Judith Lienhard
4455 SW 94th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling
requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also,
Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban
areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries.
The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas,
not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural,
and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on
rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI)
policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan
including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to
decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support
affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that
support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are
identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure
the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Kelly OHanley
6134 NE Alameda St
Portland, OR 97213
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,

Ann Littlewood
2915 NE 21st Ave
Portland, OR 97212
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.”

The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Brenda Strandhagen
3719 NW 9th Loop
Camas, WA 98607
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Michelle Ritter
14 SE 74th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
George Cummings
3816 NE 17th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,

Kim Kovalik
1001 3rd Ave
Mosier, OR 97040
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Craig Heverly
3712 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Ramsay Weit
3617 SW Texas St
Portland, OR 97219
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Mauria McClay
8125 NE Wygant St
Portland, OR 97218
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Kaitlin Grammer
4330 Dog River Rd
Mount Hood, OR 97041
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Angela Adamski
9711 NE 13th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Rebecca Nimmons
6345 138th Pl SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Judy Heumann
4343 NE 49th Ave
Portland, OR 97218
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Mark Weinsoft
4106 SW 40th Pl
Portland, OR 97221
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Wendy Bartlett
255 N Forest St
Bellingham, WA 98225
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Marshall Goldberg
3080 SW Raleighview Dr
Portland, OR 97225
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Jacob Meyer
908 Sun Tillikum
North Bonneville, WA 98639
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Judith Beck
245 SW Lincoln St
Portland, OR 97201
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Heidi Fox
672 SW Touchmark Way
Portland, OR 97225
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Ann Hollyfield
Box 70
Seal Rock, OR 97376
Dear Commissioners,

I fully agree with the arguments below. Please vote for very strong protections of this treasure of a landscape, beloved by people of this area and by so many visitors from all over the country and the world. We must preserve its beauty for many generations to come.

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.
Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Gisela Ray
10630 SE Clay St
Portland, OR 97216
Dear Commissioner,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Karen Fletcher
5040 SE Henry St
Portland, OR 97206
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Jonathan Buford
1532 NE Bryant St
Portland, OR 97211
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Cory Buckley
11338 SW 91st Ct
Tigard, OR 97223
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Casey Cunningham
7037 NE 8th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Anna Cowen
4235 SE 99th Ave
Portland, OR 97266
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Geoffrey Carr
3435 NE 20th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.”

The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Marianna Sokol
1317 Central Ave
Benton, PA 17814
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Bruce Muirhead
388 Borica Dr
Danville, CA 94526
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Merna Blagg
1410 Z St
Vancouver, WA 98661
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected. This is important to me.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species -- such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further
limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Patricia Always
10511 W Kingswood Cir
Sun City, AZ 85351
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use.
Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Nora Polk
6405 SE 62nd Ave
Portland, OR 97206
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
arland swanson
9606 26th Ave NW
Seattle, WA 98117
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Judith Jordan
7067 SE Clinton St
Portland, OR 97206
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

UPDATE AND STRENGTHEN are the results I want to hear from this latest revision of the NSA.

Regards,
Richard Osmun
2726 NW Valley St
Camas, WA 98607
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Margaret Chula
2141 NW Walmer Dr
Portland, OR 97229
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Mike Brinkley
2582 W 28th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,

Sarah Cook
316 E 13th St
The Dalles, OR 97058
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
David Griffith
2700 SE 160th Ave
Portland, OR 97236
Dear Commissioners,

Please move with all haste to dealing with the climate crisis’ affects and limiting future impacts on our Gorge.

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species — such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to
residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Susan Palmiter
4435 SW Carl Pl
Portland, OR 97239
Dear Commissioners,

I’m so pleased and appreciate of your work to strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. The Gorge is one of the most beautiful treasures on our planet. It must be protected to the highest degree. I live in The Dalles and absolutely support the rule to stop sprawl here. We can save our treasured environment and in-build in our city. Smart growth and protection of resources is essential these days. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to
residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Janet Kavanagh
600 Garrison St
The Dalles, OR 97058
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Howard Shapiro
2545 SW Terwilliger Blvd
Portland, OR 97201
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
JL Angell
2391 Ponderosa Rd
Rescue, CA 95672
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Nadine Morris
7106 SE 71st Ave
Portland, OR 97206
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
John Ritter
109 Montello Ave
Hood River, OR 97031
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Robert Hogfoss
8132 WA-14
Lyle, WA 98635
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Erica Maranowski
22 NE 2nd Ave
Portland, OR 97232
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Patricia Kennedy
8665 NE Rockspring St
Hillsboro, OR 97006
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

We just drove through the gorge from 182 to Portland, and I was dismayed to see all of the wind farms on the WA side of the river from 184. We need the wind energy, just not in view of the Gorge, a priceless place important to all of us. The portion of the Gorge closer to Portland appears to be protected from a visual standpoint but vigilance re urban sprawl and other eyesores is needed. Once spoiled, this beautiful place will never be reclaimed. I also agree with the paragraphs below from the Friends. Thank you for your good work - my daughter will also thank you as will all of her peers.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species - such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science,
such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Jean Butcher
3635 SW 70th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Kelly Larson
1145 Rodeo Drive
White Salmon, WA 98672
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Thomas Keys
1103 SE 21st Ct
Gresham, OR 97080
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Richard Pasichnyk
2132 W 14th Ct
Eugene, OR 97402
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Paula Wood
23831 NE Treehill Dr
Wood Village, OR 97060
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Bill O'Brien
12520 SW Gem Ln
Beaverton, OR 97005
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Andrea Almeida
8009 SE Yamhill St
Portland, OR 97215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,

Bill Kirkland
4050 SW Bancroft St
Portland, OR 97221
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Sharon Miller
1501 NE 89th Ct
Vancouver, WA 98664
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and
protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Blaine Ackley
655 NE 67th Ave
Hillsboro, OR 97124
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Rebecca Pelton
4315 NE 64th Ave
Portland, OR 97218  
<http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96600879>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Colleen Wright
4160 Chapman Way
Lake Oswego, OR 97035 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96575209>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species—such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire...
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Janet Hedgepath
505 NW 45th St
Vancouver, WA 98660  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96568980>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your hard and thoughtful work to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. Our survival as humans, and the survival of this amazing place as a home for a range of species is dependent on your conservation measures. They are difficult, they are hard, and they impact different people differently. But we need to do this, and then work to ease the hardship on those whose lives will be most disrupted in the short run

Specifically, please:

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, you and we are way behind on this – climate change is not something just discovered. (Scientists produced the research almost 50 years ago!) Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.
Wynne Furth

Regards,
Wynne Furth
6207 SE Yamhill St
Portland, OR 97215  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96567477>
Dear Commissioners,

As Oregonians who are proud of our beautiful Columbia Gorge, my wife Jan and I want to thank you for reviewing these comments, as well as for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, we urge you to ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened. Our hope is that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: We oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially because there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. We recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement, and we support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. We support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: We very much appreciate your taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act: to protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. We recommend and urge that you set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan: within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. As you move forward, please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and water bodies, and Fire-wise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: We urge you to adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and we support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven CWR streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. We ask that you do a continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement, based on the best available science, and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species. This would include prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: We support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial
use. As you know, climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. Therefore, we support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. We further support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should never promote residential development on rural lands, but must always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas.

Support Equity Policies: We support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission; uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples; apply an equity lens to decision-making; more actively engage under-represented communities in the region; support affordable housing for urban areas; and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you for giving these comments your most serious and thoughtful consideration. And again, our thanks for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Dan Blair
PO Box 330
Joseph, OR 97846  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96566121>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Lisa Brice
8525 SW Wilson Ln
Wilsonville, OR 97070  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96565663>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire...
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,

Josh Bickley
6426 NE 36th Ave
Portland, OR 97211 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96565083>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Monica Maxa
2115 E St
Washougal, WA 98671 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96563673>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Michael Robertson
2304 SE 32nd Ave
Portland, OR 97214 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96557458>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Lisa Duke
3014 Hummingbird Ln
Eugene, OR 97405 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96548446>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Michael Young
2004 E 13th St
The Dalles, OR 97058  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96547349>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I support the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and this should be cumulative. I do not support the revision to increase the cumulative amount by another 1%. The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating
farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Deb Lawless
3035 NE 62nd Ave
Portland, OR 97213  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96547332>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Leslie Bancroft
24407 E Welches Rd
Mount Hood Village, OR 97067
<http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96541393>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire.
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Michael Stathatos
1121 Riverside Dr
Washougal, WA 98671 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96535233>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Jan Cuciti
3759 NE Azalea St
Hillsboro, OR 97124  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96534022>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Christopher Kralik
631 NW 18th Loop
Camas, WA 98607  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96519804>
Dear Commissioners,

The Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area is up for vote on September 8. It is imperative to ensure the most protective revisions to the plan remain -- or are strengthened -- so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

The following policies and revisions are most critical:

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible. We need a target goal for completion of the Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan -- this includes prohibition of destruction of wetlands, buffers for waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species -- such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a "no loss" of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity
lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Virginia Herndon
1536 SW Elizabeth Ct
Portland, OR 97201  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96518865>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species - such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Debra Smith
14561 SE Garland Ln
Milwaukie, OR 97267 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96518109>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
John Baugher
13907 NW 50th Ave
Vancouver, WA 98685  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96517454>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Craig Mackie
36300 Pacific Heights Rd
Nehalem, OR 97131  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96515954>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species—such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Elaine Rybak
7144 NW Thompson Rd
Portland, OR 97229  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96502621>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Timothy Sherburne
2501 NE 57th St
Vancouver, WA 98663  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96502493>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl:

• I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge. The Gorge long ago already way over-exceeded its social and biophysical carrying capacity for the levels of human population, consumption, built environments and infrastructure that it has been stressed under.

• I support policy requiring the Gorge Commission to collaborate with local governments and businesses to pursue prosperity for all area residents — particularly the economically repressed — with the goal of bringing its population, consumption, buildings, and infrastructure within its sustainable carrying capacity.

Climate Change:

Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan.

However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan.

• Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, Firewise policies, and — using the best available science and economic improvement strategies — to stabilize human population, consumption, buildings and infrastructure at levels within the Gorge’s carrying capacity as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

The Commission’s current policy is to encourage and support economic activity that increases prosperity for a small minority of already-affluent individuals, many of whom don’t reside in the Gorge, while such activity has been further increasing costs of living and financial hardship for the majority of permanent Gorge residents and also further eroding quality of life for all.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection:

• Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands.
Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA.

- I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands:

- I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use.

- I particularly support preventing tracks of public lands to be sold into private ownership and then deforested and subdivided into 20 acres and less.

- Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries.

The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies:

- Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
MS Jones
PO Box 11884
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
phyllis kirk
15226 S Springwater Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96495253>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
phyllis kirk
15226 S Springwater Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045  
<http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96494695>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. As you approach a final vote to adopt the revised Management Plan on September 8, please ensure that the most protective revisions to the plan remain or are strengthened, so that the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area remain protected.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions.

Stop Urban Sprawl: I oppose urban boundary expansion in the Columbia River Gorge, especially when there is currently a large surplus of land available within existing urban areas for future growth. While the National Scenic Area Act only allows for minor revisions to urban area boundaries, they must be truly minor in scale and based on a demonstrable need. I recognize that the commission’s new policies to limit urban area boundary revisions to 20 acres or 1% of the land area of the urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to 50 acres (or 2%, whichever is less), are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission’s hard work to define “minor revision.” The National Scenic Area Act requires a regional analysis of urban growth capacities. I support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Climate Change: Thank you for taking the first step toward addressing climate change by creating a Climate Change chapter in the Management Plan and proposing the future development of a Climate Action Plan. However, climate adaptation and mitigation policies are necessary as soon as possible to fulfill the purposes of the National Scenic Area Act and protect fish, wildlife, sensitive plants, and human health in the Gorge. Please set a target goal for completion of the Climate Action Plan within one year of the adoption of the revised Management Plan. Please continue to include and examine the prohibition of any loss or destruction of wetlands, buffers for all waterways and waterbodies, and Firewise policies as a part of the Climate Action Plan as you move forward.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please adopt draft policies that better protect critical Cold Water Refuge (CWR) streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Comments from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and Washington Department of Ecology support 200-foot buffers on priority CWR streams within the GMA, and I support the current revision to widen these buffers on the seven cold water refuge streams identified in the General Management Area. However, all fish-bearing or potentially fish-bearing waterways in all areas of the National Scenic Area should receive this increased protection. Please make continuous review of the 200-foot buffer requirement based on the best available science and improve the buffer protections if necessary, including protections for endangered species – such as prohibiting logging and mining in potential pika habitat. Also, please support new policies that prohibit the destruction of wetlands by adopting a “no loss” of wetlands policy to apply throughout the National Scenic Area. Continue to improve all wildlife habitat protections based on the best available science, such as expanding protective buffers around ponds and lakes to 350 feet for the endangered Western Pond Turtle.

Protect Forest, Agricultural, and Rural Lands: I support preventing the conversion of forest lands to residential or agricultural uses and protecting agricultural land from development or commercial use. Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of forest fires. I support new policies to further limit new residential development on forest land to help preserve forest lands, reduce fire
risks, and protect public safety and property in the event of a forest fire. I support policies updating farm dwelling requirements to ensure that farm land is protected from conversion to nonagricultural uses. Also, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), while sensible and appropriate for increasing density within urban areas, should not be allowed on any lands in the Scenic Area that are outside the urban area boundaries. The purposes of the National Scenic Area Act require growth to be directed into existing urban areas, not on rural lands. The Commission should always prioritize the protection of scenic, natural, cultural, and recreation resources on lands outside the urban areas, not promote residential development on rural lands.

Support Equity Policies: Most importantly, I support the inclusion of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) policies in the revised Management Plan. The policies should require development of a DEI plan including the following outcomes: ensure a more diverse staff and commission, apply an equity lens to decision making, more actively engage under-represented communities in the region, support affordable housing for urban areas, uphold treaty rights for indigenous tribes and promote policies that support the rights of indigenous peoples, and any other relevant and appropriate goals that are identified as the DEI process evolves.

Thank you considering these comments and for all your work to update the Management Plan to ensure the future protection of the National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Martha Stevenson
185 NE Snohomish Ave
White Salmon, WA 98672  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96483040>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you in advance for voting FOR the strongest protections possible for the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreational resources of the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area.

In particular, please support the following policies and revisions:

Limiting urban sprawl, while allowing some growth potential for Gorge communities.

Climate Change: Please keep this as an URGENT priority.

Salmon and Wetlands Protection: Please protect critical Cold Water Refuge streams for salmon, wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Also, please restrict logging and mining.

Equity: Please prioritize indigenous rights, tribal lands, and local culture.

Thank you for your efforts to balance community needs with scenic protections in the Columbia Gorge region.

Regards,
Jean Avery
13314 SE 19th St
Vancouver, WA 98683  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96478013>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for all of your work on revising the management plan and reading these comments. I will make this short:

I do not live in the Gorge but I spend easily over 100 days in the Gorge hiking, stewarding, staying in lodging, eating in restaurants, and so forth. I’m sure we all agree that it is an exceptional corner of our planet.

As a member of the public and a lover of the National Scenic Area, I ask that you pass the strongest revisions possible for the future protection of the Gorge. This includes keeping the draft limits on urban sprawl, adopting a strong climate change action plan, protecting cold water refuges with a buffer of 200 feet, and limiting residential development within the scenic area.

Regards,
Debra Asakawa
3747 SW 50th Ave
Portland, OR 97221  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96526453>
Dear Commissioners,

This comment is on the Management Plan revision, and particularly in regard to Urban Sprawl. I do not think any increase should be allowed to urban growth areas, especially as the whole Dallesport area has plenty of land for all development needed. I am sorry to see any increase allowed, and feel that there should be no net decrease in the protected lands of the Gorge. If an Urban Growth area gets any more acreage, that amount should be subtracted from Dallesport in the form of wetlands or dunes. I was very sorry to see an "article" by Roger Nichols that was really an editorial in the local paper, and hope his article is not the official position of the Gorge Commission. This is a letter to the editor I wrote in response:

"I had been planning to subscribe to the new Columbia Gorge News until I read "50 acres forever" and saw it was not on an editorial page. This is not a news article, but an editorial against a decision by the Gorge Commission, which the author is on. It is also not an official opinion of the Gorge Commission as might be implied, but rather the author's opinion. Starting with the first sentence, "towns...won't be getting bigger any time soon", the article is factually wrong, because towns like The Dalles and White Salmon back on non-Scenic Area land and can expand into that. He totally misses the point that the Gorge is not just for the economic benefit of Gorge residents, but was made a National Scenic Area to preserve its incredible beauty for the nation and the world. The protected Scenic Area land is just a narrow strip on each side if the river and a 50 acre addition to every urban growth area is a significant decrease in the protected area of the Gorge. The huge 6,427 acre Urban Growth Area in Dallesport can already be developed without any restrictions. That is enough to meet the development needs of the entire Gorge and zero acreage should be added to any other area. Alternatively, if 50 acres is added to an urban growth area, 50 acres of good quality wetlands or dune habitat should be subtracted from Dallesport so the protected acreage of the Scenic Area remains the same. Since you have published Roger Nichol's opinion piece as news, I ask that you also reprint the recent news article from Columbia Insight, a Gorge environmental paper, on the same topic: "Shocking Development: Gorge Commission Doubles Allowable Urban Expansion in National Scenic Area."

Barbara Robinson
Lyle, WA
541 705 7767

My background:
I fell in love with the Rowena Plateau in 1970. In 1978 I bought the first piece of land for The Nature Conservancy’s Tom McCall Preserve and sold it to TNC the next day for what I paid, after four years of effort. In 1985 I raised the money for McCall Point. I have been involved in land conservation in the east Gorge, wildflower education, and trails ever since. (Cherry Orchard Trail, Mosier Waterfall Park, Discovery Center grounds, Klickitat Trail, etc.). Before the Scenic Act passed there was almost no public land in the Gorge east of Hood River. The Scenic Act allowed for the purchase and preservation of a significant amount of previously private land in the Rowena and Catherine Creek areas that otherwise might have become five and ten acre farmettes. It has been the great joy of my life to see some of the oak woodlands and wildflower meadows of the East Gorge become public land, hopefully to be enjoyed, protected, and preserved."

Regards,
Barbara Robinson
1001 3rd Ave
Mosier, OR 97040 <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96528748>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for reviewing these comments and for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. Growing up in the 505 and 60's inSouthern Cal, my family camped regularly in Yosemite.... It was quiet and beautiful.... now reservations are a must , and shuttle buses and no car zones are everywhere... I think of the Gorge as a little Yosemite, it is awesome in the true sense of the word. In the 35 years I have lived nearby it has gotten busier and busier.... we must try to preserve the wild and rural character that makes it so special. The urban boundaries should be limited to 1% expansion, max 2%. Plans need to protect the wildlife and water sources from climate change, mining and logging.... Please adopt a no net loss option for wetlands and a 200ft stream buffer ... Expand options for overnight bike and hike travel. Keep rural lands rural and maintain agricultural lands. As visitors to the Gorge increase I hope it can continue to be a natural escape and oasis.

Regards,

sharon bucher
19617 NE Risto Rd
Battle Ground, WA 98604  
<http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96563739>
Dear Commissioners,

As a member of the public and a lover of the National Scenic Area, I urge you to pass the strongest revisions possible for the future protection of the Gorge.

Regards,
Nancy Maurer
111 Alder Springs Rd
Lyle, WA 98635  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96569762>
Dear Commissioners,

Dear Columbia River Gorge Commissioners,

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. Across the board I support the strongest possible protections for the Gorge but I want to address urban area expansion in particular.

Neither residents of the National Scenic Area nor its visitors live, work or recreate here for the love of sprawl. Creative problem solving and innovative urban planning practices will keep our existing urban areas utilized or revitalized in the best possible ways. We need to stay committed to this.

I oppose urban area boundary expansion when there is still a surplus of developable land available within existing urban areas. I recognize that the commission's new policies to limit urban area expansions to 20 acres or 1% of the land within the existing urban area, whichever is less, and limit cumulative revisions to not exceed 50 acres (or 2%, which ever is less) are compromises reached after many years of public involvement and I support the commission's work to define "minor revision." I also support the new policy requiring a regional analysis of growth potential within existing urban boundaries.

Wise management of the Gorge's urban boundaries is so important and it positively addresses other items in the Management Plan as well. Limiting urban sprawl helps protect farm and forest land as well as habitat and wildlife. Vibrant, compact, livable towns foster walkable, bike-able communities that are less reliant on cars and help to lower carbon emissions that cause climate change.

As we know in the Gorge - it’s all connected and every link must be well protected.

Thank you for your work over the last four years to update and strengthen the Management Plan for the Columbia Gorge National Scenic Area.

Regards,
Polly Wood
525 Highline Rd
Hood River, OR 97031  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96571394>
Dear Commissioners,

Dear Gorge Commission,
Please maintain a strong management plan that stops urban sprawl.
Protect salmon and wildlife habitat with 200 foot stream buffers.
respectfully, Jim Plunkett

Regards,
James Plunkett
7112 SW 53rd Ave
Portland, OR 97219  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96582315>
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for this opportunity to write for one of our planet’s most spectacular places. This Gorge.
We must protect, protect, protect. We must just keep it as it is.

Someone coming for a visit?
What is the first place that we carry them off to?
Along with our region’s other splendors---the soothing coastline, eastern expanses, spirit sustaining forests---we take them to the Gorge.

In these covid days, our neighborhood parks are bustling with those seeking a touch of nearby nature.
Why would we enable one more square inch of the precious Gorge to be altered for development of any kind?

All reputable science points to the climate crisis. Let serious, unrestrained protection of the Gorge say that, at least here we did not contribute to that ensuing climate catastrophe.

Protect, protect, protect the Gorge for humanity and all other life clinging to its cliffs and waterways.

Regards,
Bonnie McKinlay
7112 SW 53rd Ave
Portland, OR 97219  <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/382240/96584012>